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Project Title:   

Date: 

Provide the information for the person who would be the main contact with Asha for Education from 
your organization. This person would be responsible for communications with AfE for our review and 
monitoring processes. Provide an alternate contact as well.  

Main Project Contact Alternate Contact 

Name 

Address 

Phone 
Email 

Affiliation 

Executive Summary: 
1. Demographics - Briefly highlight the project location, target demographics of the project

beneficiaries and the surroundings in terms of community size, literacy rate, education 
levels, monthly income, occupations etc (if relevant)  

2. Problem - Briefly highlight the problem that you are trying to address.

All applicants are expected to fill out the generic form. Please specify Not Applicable for questions that do not apply. 
Please fill out appendix form that is relevant to you. 
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3. Approach - Briefly highlight the approach your organization is taking towards solving 

the problem outlined above. What are the main activities that the project wants to do?  
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Effectiveness - Briefly explain why your organization believes that the approach 
highlighted above would be effective in solving the problem. Provide references to pilot 
projects or published research that can back up this claim. Provide the ‘Theory of Change’ 
on how the intervention would lead to a successful outcome. 

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Alternatives - Briefly highlight the alternate approaches that your organization 
considered (or other organizations are taking) towards solving the problem outlined 
above. What are the reasons that the alternates were discarded?  
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6. Outcomes - Briefly highlight the expected concrete outputs and outcomes that you expect 

at the end of the project. Please provide succinct and exact descriptions.  
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. Metrics - Briefly explain what metrics will be used to measure the effectiveness of the 
project at the end of 2 years. How would you quantify that the outputs are a progression of 
effects that resulted from the proposed work? Describe the metrics to gauge the outcomes 
specified above in measurable and quantifiable terms.  

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8. Long Term Impact - Briefly highlight the potential long term direct impact of the 
project.   
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9. Highlights – What makes this project unique?   

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10. Capacity for Success – Explain how your organization and project personnel are 
positioned to carry on the proposed activities with a high standard of excellence. Cite any 
recent project that might demonstrate your capacity to implement this effort successfully.   

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11. Scale – How can this project scale? Is the idea scalable?   
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12. Sustainability – Is this a one-time effort or does it need sustained funds? How do you 

envision the sustainability of the project?   
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

13. Proposed project start and end dates: 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 

14. If this funding is for a pilot project or an initiative that hasn’t yet started, do you intend to 
borrow funds/use personal funds to start it? Or are you waiting for support from an 
organization like AfE or similar to begin the program?  

      
  
 
 
 

Information about your group/organization:  
1. Name of the group/organization requesting funds: 

      
 

2. Organization website, if any. 
      
  

3. When was the group established? 
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4. Briefly describe the mission/goal of the organization/group. 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Briefly describe the short term and long terms aims/goals of the group. 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Does your group have any religious or political affiliation? If yes, please describe the 
type of affiliation and the reason for it. 
      
 
 

7. What are the focus areas of your organization? (Give a rough estimate of the total 
effort/funding) 

• Community Development     %  
• Education                                  %  
• Health                                        %  
• Other(Please specify)             %  

8. Is your organization registered as a non-profit trust? Does it have a 80(G) exemption 
or equivalent? 
      

9. Does your group/organization have FCRA clearance? 
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10. Does your group have any prior affiliation with Asha for Education? If so, explain. 

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11. Board of Directors/Trustees 
List the names and background of the directors or trustees of the organization. 

Name Brief Background 

            
 
 
 

            
 
 
 
 

            
 
 
 

            
 
 
 

            
 
 
 

            
 
 

Names of others, if 
any 
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12. List of project personnel 
List all the main people committed to the overall project and the % of time they spend 
on this project. Include the project coordinator, leader(s) of various initiatives.  

Name Project Role/Responsibilities % Time/ 
Effort Qualifications 
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Financials: 

1. Total project amount:
What is the total amount of funding (from all sources) that is necessary for 
implementation and completion of the project. (in INR)

2. Confirmed/Potential funding from other sources towards the project:
Provide a list of other funding sources for this project along with the amount of
funding. Also indicate the status of these funding requests (proposed/granted etc). Also
indicate if these funds are restricted in use or unrestricted funds.

3. Project Budget:
Provide a brief budget for the project per unit (per center/school/group/event) per
intervention type in INR. Specifics of these would be asked for in the appendices. Feel
free to attach a detailed budget as a separate sheet as well.

Budget Item By type 
INR 

Amount – 
Year 1 

INR 
Amount – 

Year 2 

Recurring? 
(Y/N) 

INR Asha 
funding 

requested 

INR 
funds - 
other 

sources 

Funding source 

School(s) 
Teacher Training 

Healthcare 
Resource Center 
Self Help Groups 

Awareness/ Advocacy 
Working with 

Government Schools 
Other   

Other   

Other   

4. How do you plan to sustain the project over the long term?
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Additional Information:  

1. Please provide letters of reference along with contact information from two people in 
your community who can describe the impact of your program(s). Name the people 
here -        

2. If your organization is new, please provide letters of reference from two people along 
with contact numbers describing the work done by individuals in the group(s). If work 
related reference is not available, please provide two personal letters of reference. 
      

3. Has the organization approached the Government for funding? If so, what was the 
outcome? If not, why not? 
      

4. What community development activities is this particular funding request for? 
Check the relevant box and submit the corresponding appendix alongwith.   

Appendix 1 Formal/Non-Formal/Special Education/Vocational  
Appendix 2 Healthcare  
Appendix 3 Resource Centers/Curriculum Development  
Appendix 4 Promotion of Self Help Groups  
Appendix 5 Awareness/Advocacy  
Appendix 6 Working with Government Schools  
Appendix 7 Teacher Training  
Appendix 8 Fellowship application  

If your project focuses on multiple aspects, please fill out ALL relevant appendices. 
 

5. What are the other projects that your organization is involved in (completed or 
current)? 

Name of 
the project 

with 
year(s) 

Project 
Location Project Goals/ Achievements 

# of 
Benefi-
ciaries 

Project 
Budget 

Project 
Funding 
Source 
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6. Please attach your last year’s audit report to this application. 
7. Please attach your latest available annual report, if any. 
8. Please attach a detailed budget for the funding request. 
9. Please feel free to attach upto 10 additional A4 size sheets and/or information such as 

brochures, press reports, photographs etc. relating to your organization and its work. 
10. Please provide any other information you may consider relevant. 

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11. Your feedback on this application would be valuable. Kindly specify if you have any. 
      
 


	NameRow1: Dr. Neeti Lal
	Brief BackgroundRow1: Founder and the president of the organisation. Since the inception of the Lok Chetana Samiti (LCS) he has been involved in peoples' movement and people's organisation at the grassroots level, for societal transformation.    
	NameRow2: Dr. Russel Raj
	Brief BackgroundRow2: Secretary / Chief Functionary of the organisation. Since 2018 he has been fully involved in the activities of the LCS. 
	NameRow3: Ms. Ranju Singh
	Brief BackgroundRow3: Executive / Managing Director of the Organisation. For the past twenty years she has been committedly working for grassroots level development, especially for women.  
	NameRow4: Dr. Muniza Rafiq Khan
	Brief BackgroundRow4: Treasurer of the Organisation. She is the Registrar of Gandhian Institute of social science, at Rajghat, Varanasi. She has been associated with LCS since the beginning.       
	NameRow5: Dr. Madhu Kushwaha
	Brief BackgroundRow5: Member of Organisation. She is the Lecturer in Benares Hindu University, Varanasi. She has been associated with the LCS for the past five years.
	NameRow6: Mr. Vallabhacharya Pandey
	Brief BackgroundRow6: Member of the Organisation. He is the social activist. He has been working with many national organisations such as National Alliance for People's Movements and other organisations. He has been associated with the LCS since a few years.  
	NameRow1_2: Ms. Savitri Kumari
	Project RoleResponsibilitiesRow1: Incharge and Teacher, tuitor
	 Time EffortRow1: Full Time
	QualificationsRow1: BA, BEd.
	NameRow2_2: Dr. Russel Raj
	Project RoleResponsibilitiesRow2: Secretary and Programme Coordinator
	 Time EffortRow2: Part Time
	QualificationsRow2: Ph.D in Moral Science
	NameRow3_2: Ms. Ranju Singh
	Project RoleResponsibilitiesRow3: Executive Director and Programme Coordinator 
	 Time EffortRow3: Part time
	QualificationsRow3: MSW
	NameRow4_2: Ms. Kumindini 
	Project RoleResponsibilitiesRow4:  Warder
	 Time EffortRow4: Full Time
	QualificationsRow4: Intermediate
	NameRow5_2: Ms. Seema  
	Project RoleResponsibilitiesRow5: Domestic Help
	 Time EffortRow5: Full Time
	QualificationsRow5: High School
	NameRow6_2:  Mr. Ram Prasad
	Project RoleResponsibilitiesRow6: Care Taker
	 Time EffortRow6: Full Time
	QualificationsRow6: Upper Primary 
	NameRow7:  
	Project RoleResponsibilitiesRow7:  
	 Time EffortRow7:  
	QualificationsRow7:  
	NameRow8:  
	Project RoleResponsibilitiesRow8:  
	 Time EffortRow8:  
	QualificationsRow8: 
	NameRow9:  
	Project RoleResponsibilitiesRow9:  
	 Time EffortRow9:  
	QualificationsRow9:  
	NameRow10: 
	Project RoleResponsibilitiesRow10:  
	 Time EffortRow10:  
	QualificationsRow10:  
	NameRow11: 
	Project RoleResponsibilitiesRow11:  
	 Time EffortRow11:  
	QualificationsRow11:  
	Recurring YNSchools: 
	Funding sourceSchools: 
	Recurring YNTeacher Training: 
	Funding sourceTeacher Training: 
	Recurring YNHealthcare: 
	Funding sourceHealthcare: 
	Recurring YNResource Center: 
	Funding sourceResource Center: 
	Recurring YNRow5: 
	Funding sourceRow5: 
	Recurring YNRow6: 
	Funding sourceRow6: 
	Recurring YNRow7: 
	Funding sourceRow7: 
	Other Please Specify: Education of Poor Children 
	Recurring YNRow8:  24, 35, 034,80  
	Funding sourceRow8: 
	Other Please Specify_2: 
	Recurring YNRow9: 
	Funding sourceRow9: 
	Other Please Specify_3: 
	Recurring YNRow10: 
	Funding sourceRow10: 
	Name of the project with yearsRow1: MISEREORApril 2019 -March 2022
	Project LocationRow1: 60 Panchayats in Varanasi 
	Project Goals AchievementsRow1: 
	Name of the project with yearsRow2: MANOSAugust 2017 -July 2020
	Project LocationRow2: 50 other  panchayats  in Varanasi and Jaunpur
	Project Goals AchievementsRow2: 
	Name of the project with yearsRow3: Jan Vikas Samiti
	Project LocationRow3: Varanasi District
	Project Goals AchievementsRow3: People with different Disability 
	Name of the project with yearsRow4: Asha Atlanta from July 2017 to June 2020 
	Project LocationRow4: Hostel, Varanasi 
	Project Goals AchievementsRow4: 
	Name of the project with yearsRow5: 
	Project LocationRow5: 
	Project Goals AchievementsRow5: 
	Title: Providing Quality Education and Facilities to Marginalised Girl Children
	Instructions: 
	Date: 28January 2020
	Name: Dr. RUSSEL RAJ
	Address: Lok Chetana Samiti, Near Chiraigaon Block Office, Bariasanpur, Saranath P.O., Varanasi -221007, UP, N.India
	Email: cjayantims@rediffmail.com
	Affiliation: Secretary/Chief Functionary
	Phone: +91-8765736701; Office: +91 0542-2616289,
	AltName: Ms. RANJU SINGH
	AltAddress: Lok Chetana Samiti, Near Chiraigaon Block Office, Bariasanpur, Saranath P.O., Varanasi -221007, UP, N.India
	AltPhone: +91 8707542744
	AltEmail: loksamiti@yahoo.co.in
	AltAffiliation: Executive Director
	Demographics: Musahar is a caste that forms the lowest rung of the Dalit society and faces untouchability and discrimination even at the hands of other Dalits. They are the poorest of the poor in the Indian society. The word Musahar literally translates into ‘rat-eater’ which is a pointer to the extreme destitution experienced by this community, as they are forced to eat rats in order to survive.  Musahars live outside the village in small groups, far away from other caste groups. They live in huts made of leaves or thatch in a very limited space. They are often unwelcome in other villages or homes unless they are summoned.According to 2011 census, nearly 201.4 million persons in India were enumerated as scheduled caste, of which 3 million (about 1.5 per cent) were enumerated as belonging to the Musahar caste. Musahars are mainly found in four states -Bihar (89.2%), Jharkhand (1.7%), Uttar Pradesh (8.4%) and West Bengal (0.7%). In November 2000, state of Jharkhand was formed by bifurcating state of Bihar and state of Uttrakhand was formed by bifurcating state of Uttar Pradesh. The major concentration of the caste is in districts of eastern Uttar Pradesh, Central and North Bihar and Northern part of West Bengal. Musahars live mainly in rural areas (96.3%), and are agricultural labourers (95%) and are least educated (Illiteracy 79%).There are settled and unsettled Musahars. In Ghazipur district in U.P., Musahars do not have permanent home. They live outside the village in small huts and move around rural areas. The settled Musahar live in villages and work as field labourers, while nomadic Musahars prefer to hunting in the jungles and collecting forest produce and fuel which they sell in the villages.The state of Uttar Pradesh which accounts about 10 per cent of of Musahar population their main concentration was found in eastern U.P. In 2011, the district of Jaunpur recorded highest population (37,229) followed by Kushinagar (34,843), Ghazipur (22,123), Chandauli (21,222),Varanasi (21,272), Mirzapur (17,046), Azamgarh (19,035), Allahabad (16,820) and Sant Ravidas Nagar (15,264). The other district recorded less than 10, 000 Musahar population. The districtwise population in Uttar Pradesh is presented in Map 3 for 2011 and Map 4 in 2001 census.Musahar community is an extremely vulnerable community. All forms of economic deprivations they face. No assets, low-income levels, hunger, poor health, insecurity, physical and psychological hardships, social exclusion, degradation and discrimination, political powerlessness, and alienation are typical to this commuity. Their literacy rate is shockingly 2-10% and undernourishment is endemic. Centuries of exploitation has resulted in passive acceptance of the situation. Women are the worst affected. Along with the burden of feeding their families they face sexual exploitation by the upper castes. Politically they are voiceless even today. Their voice is neither part of the collective voice of Dalits nor any political representation, starting from panchayat.    The Musahar community, in Varanasi district, is socially and economically one of the most marginalized communities in India. The Musahar community falls under the category of Scheduled Caste. Although the practice of untouchability is a crime in Indian law the Musahar community is not allowed to enjoy social life with the mainstream society and to share common amenities in the village.People from the Musahar community are deprived of owning property, means of livelihood, and education. For their survival they work as labourers in the agricultural fields or do some other hard physical labour. The remuneration for such work is, in pittance, given often in kind, such as food or grains. Due to this they do not have any savings that they could use during times of need. This forces them into starvation at times when they have no regular work.Very low rate of literacy adds to lack of awareness about their civil rights. Government policies and programmes meant for the development of the poor are beyond their reach because most of them do not possess valid documents. One such example distribution of ration to uplift the poor from poverty. The PDS is a system through which the government distributes rationed articles for subsidised price. Musahar being poor most of them are entitled free ration. However, the PDS shop owners/licensees do not distribute the articles for the poor people, but sell the articles in black market to private hotels. Musahars being minority in number and their economic backwardness forces them suffer such injustice and corruption.  The MNREGA programme is a central government programme that provides employment for the poor. The programme is intended to cater the rural poor who otherwise find it impossible to make a living and suffer from starvation. The scheme guarantees employment for a specific period of time spread through the year so that a minimum number of working days are ensured for the poor to fetch them an earning. However, this programme is implemented only in areas that are declared to be fit for implementation of the programme. But this requires a considered approach by the administration of the particular region, first to identify the number of people suffering from poverty and then to recommend to the government to include the region under the scope of the programme. However, Musahar being an untouchable community the administration is not concerned about the welfare of this community. Thus, this programme has failed to provide livelihood support to the chronic poor.  Literacy and educational standardThe number of literates in a society reflects its social position and state of development. The level and quality of literacy among Musahar is quite low. Nearly 78 per cent of Musahar populations in 2011 are completely illiterate –as defined by the census. Females were less educated than males. Some improvement in Literacy level are noted during the last two decades compared to previous decades where the percentage has remained more or less stable around 98 per cent. As one may expect higher literacy among urban resident compared to rural resident, only male indicate higher percentage of literate in urban areas. Females of Musahar remain mostly illiterate. It seems that many factors contribute to low level of literacy such as due to poor economic conditions, most of them cannot afford to send their children to school, those who do enter school often drop out of school system at early age on account of untouchability or have to take care of young children in the family and or to contribute to family income. Among the literates most of them were literate without educational standard and negligible percentage of Musahar population were matriculates or above. Only 1,346 persons were graduates among this caste in 2001, mostly male (1258). The statewise literate persons among this caste who had acquired some schooling were nearly 6.9 per cent in Bihar, 10.2 per cent in U.P. and 12.0 per cent in West Bengal, of which most of them had up to primary or junior level of schooling. Literacy data among Musahar suggest that the casts are extremely backward and improvement during the last five decades has been negligibleSources of livelihoodEarlier, the Musahars used to be mainly engaged in shifting cultivation, hunting and food gathering but due to government prohibition on shifting cultivation and hunting, they have been forced to work mainly as agricultural labourers to earn their livelihood. According to 2011census, 42.6 per cent Musahar population was reported workers. The male work participation was 49 per cent while 35.7 per cent among women. In comparison to 2001 census, the work participation has declined by about 6 per cent.  Housing conditionAbout 52.3 per cent live in katchha house followed by 45.9 per cent in semi pucca houses. Fifty per cent had only one room and another 25 per cent 2 rooms. Nearly 83.3 per cent do not have separate kitchen. Ninety nine percent of households of Musahar reported to that they do not have any toilet facility and mostly use open space/Bush/field while more than 92 per cent depend on tube well or bore well for drinking water. From the above brief account, it is obvious that Musahars are one of the most disadvantaged group among Scheduled Caste.  
	Problem: We have been working to address four important issues evidencing from various aspects of life of Musahar community. They are namely: (i) eradication of illiteracy, (ii) eradication of child-marriage, (iii) transformation of socio-economic life and (iv) social integration.  Taking cognisance of this hard reality, as mentioned above, we prioritised our focus to provide facilities for elementary/primary education to girl children. They are doubly segregated, both at home and at school. As girls, they are compelled to look after other siblings when parents are away for work as well as assist in household chores. At school they face social or caste discrimination, by teachers and students, as they belong to one of the lowest in the social stratification. Most Musahars are illiterate and are unaware of their civil rights.          Child marriage is forbidden by law but illiterate and poverty stricken families decide to give their daughters in marriage much before the marriageable age, at twelve or thirteen years of age. We strongly believe that education is the only way to change such common practices among Musahars. Once the present generation understands the value of education, opportunities to make decisions for their life is available to them, they will make appropriate decisions instead of yielding to parents’ pressures to early marriages.        We believe educated girls in the Musahar community will bring positive changes. They will work for socio-economic changes. Education of girls, we are confident, will bring transformation in their social thinking and living. They also will be able to undertake more decent jobs and improve their economic conditions.      Finally with this project we intend to address is social integration of the weakest and lowest section of people of our society. They are faced with inhuman caste discrimination, considered uncultured, treated with contempt, accused of criminal conducts, and above all, as persons who have low standing in the eyes of other castes and upper castes. They face segregation everywhere. The caste tag, illiteracy and poverty excludes them from the rest of the society. They are pushed to the margins of society and are prevented from participating fully in the social activities in the society. It affects a wide range of social and economic problems.  In our hostel we they are integrated with children who belong to other castes and other faiths. They grow beautifully well with no inkling of inequality and discrimination. They feel respected, grow with dignity and acceptance. A sense of decency, good behaviour, confidence and self-respect is inculcated in them so that they carry these values with them.  
	Approach: In this focused approach, our intend to address the problems of illiteracy in the Musahar community, is a very small but a significant initiative. We are confident that these girls hailing from forty families will make a difference in their life, in their respective families and in their surroundings.    In order to address the above cited problems, we intend to undertake the following steps: A. Activities for eradication of illiteracy: • Sending girls to school regularly, so that they attend school together with neighbourhood children.• Follow their school lessons in the hostel• Provide an atmosphere of study and learning in the hostel • Weaker students to be helped through group learning• We have a full time qualified teacher who helps them with tuitions in the hostel• Extra tuition is provided to students who are weak in studies• Additional teacher for tuition• Extracurricular activities like – arts, sports, music, dance, paintings, computer course, tailoring, art of public speaking, etc.  • Exposure programmes – science and art exhibitions, study tours, exposure to other schools, interaction with students studying in private schools• Encourage healthy competition among children• Identification of individual talents, nurture individual talents• Motivate them for higher studies, graduation, career oriented training, etc.• Parents meeting – motivation of parents about need of educating their children • Celebration of festivals of national importance – independence day, republic day, teachers day, children’s day, youth day, etc. • Celebration of important religious festivals of all religions such as, Diwali, Id, Christmas, etc. to promote interfaith communion and understanding. • Student’s participation in the common activities of the organisation, regarding social concerns. • Identifying and preparing students for competitive exams which guarantees promotion to upper primary studies, under state government’s education scheme. B. Activities for eradication of Child-Marriage- Discussion and interaction about child marriage with students- Address the issue in the Parent -child meeting- Social analysis with students between VIth and VIIIth Standard- Sharing and interaction with girls who got married very young from their communities- Bring awareness about female foeticide and infanticide, condition of girls and women in their community and in the society- Instilling in them the sense of dignity, honour and respect, of women in the society- Bring awareness about the law prohibiting child marriage, POCSO, early marriage, domestic violence, etc.- Bring awareness about the rights of children- Introduce scientific knowledge to remove blind beliefs regarding marriage, family, begetting children, and many more.- Make girls to take a stand with regard to their marriage - when they want to marry, etc.- Motivate girls to take a stand when parents wish to marry them off to satisfy the desire of grandparents.- Present case study pf child-marriage to students, especially those oppose it and its positive outcome and awareness in the society.  C. Activities for transformation of socio-economic life      - Inspire students to excel in studies so that they can make a difference in their future       - Career guidance      - Social awareness - about socio - economic situations of the country      - These children will set a better standard of living because they would they would probably find different possibilities and opportunities to improve their life. D. Activities for Social integration      - Mixed groups of students in the hostel - of different castes and religion (with the consent of parents)      - Providing an opportunity for spontaneous and natural integration of children      - Provide opportunities to affirm their worth, build self-confidence, self-dignity, and self-respect      - Exposure to different religious and caste groups      - Participation in our activities - Social and religious festivals, some important meetings and conventions.   
	Effectiveness: We have been implementing the above suggestions for the past several years. Our experience show that the above approaches have been effective. We believe in the change from below, at the grassroots level, as well as structural change.We are in touch with organisations and people who are working for societal change and from the various interactions we have with them ensures that this is a more appropriate and practical way to effectively address above mentioned issues.    The theory of change that we promote in our approach to education is non-formal, issue based and goal oriented societal change from below. Rather than individual, school based  formal education.     
	Alternatives: Primary schools, mostly government and also private, are available in the villages, from where these children come from. But the Musahar children, being economically the poorest and socially the most neglected, no attempts are made to care for them. Since these schools are unable to solve the problem of illiteracy and education, we have made this option to do our bit to help the poorest of the poor.  Government schools are qualitatively very poor, and there is no proper teaching/classes. 
	Outcomes: Class One        - Follow the school syllabus – the text books of Hindi and Mathematics. Ensure that our girls would be able to read and write fluently simple words and sentences.       - English is not in the syllabus but we take home tuition for children and ensure that they learn the alphabets – names of some fruits and vegetables, etc.       - Exercises to improve Hindi and English handwriting. - Simple mathematics – counting up to 100 English and Hindi, table up to 10, etc.         - Extracurricular activities – dance, simple drawing, graphics  Class Two     - Follow the school syllabus – the textbooks of Hindi and other subjects. At the end of class two they would be able to read and write better, will coach them to follow simple Hindi lessons. They would also be able to answer questions from their textbooks. Besides this we expect that they would be able to -                     -- Follow Hindi Dictation – able to listen and write                  --Able to speak in Hindi – otherwise they speak in Bhojpuri, one of the popular dialects.                  --Ability to read fluently text books      - Private English coaching would continue to the next stage: at this stage the expected outcome is that they improve in English – learn body parts, days, months, names of fruits, vegetables, animals, etc.       - Make them able to read short sentences in English        - Mathematics – counting 100 and above, able to make small calculations, make them able to write number in words, etc.  Class Three         - Follow the school syllabus such as Hindi, English, mathematics, Sanskrit, and (our) environment.  With proper study environment, home tuition and other helps we prepare our students to do well in studies and exams.          - School results will be the proof of their performance and intellectual ability              - Special grammar classes shall be conducted to improve their language. At this stage we teach them to ensure that they acquire basic knowledge in the use of -  Singular plural, synonyms, word meaning, opposite words, etc.         - English – able to write on note books, singular plural words, formation of small sentences, etc.        - Memorizing small poems in Hindi and English to improve their capacity to memorise.         - Some basics in Sanskrit        - While following the textbook for Mathematics we would like to ensure our students master in the following:                 -- Able to write numbers in words, ascending and dissenting order,                -- Able to do mathematical calculations by using symbols.                 -- Knowledge about roman numbers                -- Rupees – counting;  Metre, centimetre, kg, litter, millilitre, etc.      - With regard to studies on ‘Our Environment’ we would like to ensure that students know something about ecology, able to identify different trees and plants, the usefulness and need of trees and plants around us:                -- Taking care of trees and plants, and develop love for them                 -- Identification of animals and birds, how to care for them                  -- Cleanliness and health, use of water, saving water, etc.Class Four        - We would help students master various subjects by following the school syllabus such as Hindi, English, mathematics, Sanskrit, and (our) environment.  We provide proper facilities for studies, home tuition and other help required. We prepare our students to do well in studies and exams.        - At this level, fluency in Hindi language will be assessed through their reading, writing and speaking          - Some additional coaching will be given to improve Hindi grammar such as, simple tense, gender, etc.        - Additional care will be taken to improve their English grammar such as, articles, simple tense, degrees, etc.         - Memory tests will be conducted periodically          - Ecological concerns will be addressed, such as love for nature, and other environmental concerns:                 -- Taking care of trees and plants                 -- Concern for animals and birds, etc.                  -- Cleanliness and health, Importance of water, use of water, saving water, etc.Class Five          - We follow the school syllabus such as Hindi, English, mathematics, Sanskrit, and (our) environment.  We provide proper facilities for study.         - Home tuition and other helps we offer to prepare our students to do well in studies and exams.        - Follow Hindi grammar from the textbooks, as well as some basics parts of speech, present tense, verb, etc. shall be introduced to them.        - Able to find answers to questions, wring a paragraph on their own, etc.        - English grammar – tense, verb, noun, pronoun, etc.         - Memorising poetries, small paragraphs, etc.        - Environment and ecology        - Able to understand the society, cultures and practicesClass Six, Seven & Eight      - We would follow the school syllabus such as Hindi, English, mathematics, Sanskrit, history, civil life, science, geography, agriculture, home science, great persons/leaders and our environment. With proper study facilities, home tuition and other helps we prepare our students to do well in studies and exams.      - Students’ mastery over the subjects will be assessed through quarterly exams conducted at home besides school exams.      - Students will be able to have better understanding about Hindi language, fluency in reading and writing.      - They will be able to follow the textbooks. Needed help would be given so that students will be able to find answers to question by themselves.       - Additional coaching will be provided for other subjects to help students master those subjects.       - We introduce composition, and other homework so that they develop interest in reflection and articulation.        - We shall introduce art of public speaking        - We conduct essay competitions, general knowledge quiz competitions, etc.       - Students’ talents will be assessed and will be guided for further studies accordingly.       - Encouragement prizes will be awarded to encourage more students for healthy competition        - Speak about child-marriage, social evils, superstitions, gender issues, gender violence and personal safety measures, etc.    
	Metrics: @ Internal quarterly Exam@ Essay competition on social themes, particularly to increase their general knowledge @ Speech competition – to build self-confidence, to improve general knowledge, to free from stage fear, etc. @ Quiz competition – on varied areas, class wise   @ Competition in Art, painting, dance, etc. once in six months @ Awarding best performing student – intellectual/studies @ Awarding overall best/outstanding student –  in studies, discipline, character, in arts, etc.@ Employ outside evaluators @ Interest for higher education @ Interested in career trainings@ By taking assessment of parents @ Assessment of our residential teacher and staff @ Maintain a record of student’s performance@ Make senior students more responsible towards themselves @ Allowing creativity, innovation, originality@ Sense of ecology, environment consciousness, love for nature and care for the nature@ Resolution against child-marriage   Apart from internal assessment by teacher and warden, we shall involve external/outside teachers to evaluate and make assessment of our students. It shall be done as per the need. We shall adopt an evaluation process of students, so that their overall performance record shall be maintained.
	LongTermImpact: The long-term impact that we envisage is societal transformation. A sustainable change in the living conditions of Musahar community, socio-economic situations will improve among the poorest of the poor and they will set positive goals of change for themselves, rising from their broken situations. Poor will become agents of their own change as well as become change makers in the society.Our work is to address four significant problems mentioned above. A chain of improvement we hope will take place with education. Our first effort is to reach out to those parents who cannot afford to support the education and schooling of their children. Side by side, it is our resolve to change the myth of poor parents who think ‘what will a girl do with education’. After all she is condemned to be a house wife, serve her husband and the in-laws, become a mother and take care of the children, and so on. We hope education opportunities will bring positive changes in their community. In India poor and the illiterate have no voice. They are victims of bonded labour, condemned to do menial jobs, cursed to be socially segregated and treated untouchables, to be counted among the excluded.   While setting a wider aspiration and hope we intend to make some definite steps for making this happen. Some of the short term engagements which are geared to long term impacts are: inculcating leadership qualities, life orientation with discipline and a sense of responsibility, orienting them to find opportunities for better life, developing of talents, motivating them for higher education, career orientation, self-employment, and finally making them understand the evil practices  in their society such as  child marriage, and the resolve to change them. 
	Highlights: a. Providing education for girl children coming from most vulnerable situation. Our choice to focus on Musahar community, the lowest in the social stratification, is something new. In addition, our priority to educate girls is something very much uncommon.  b. Social integration and inclusion of vulnerable section of people. It does not take place in schools. Especially, socially backward groups face gross discrimination in schools. Unable to endure such humiliating experiences some discontinue from such schools. c. Inter-religious and inter-caste integration and inclusion of vulnerable section of people. This is another area which schools do not pay attention to. Government schools where little attention is paid on teaching, this integration is a very distant dream.  d. Together with bookish learning they are trained in art forms such as - art, music, dance, plays, competitions, speeches, etc. e. Exposure programmes with other schools, exposure to science and art exhibitions, etc. f. Study tours g. An ambient conducive for living together, recreation, games, etc.h. Group learning, learning from other companions 
	Capacity: 1. We have a well trained (BA Bed.) teacher who has long years of experience in teaching, animating, and accompanying our hostel girls. 2. We will have a tutor who will assist the teacher 3. Periodical evaluation of students' performances  4. We have a trained warden who would accompany the hostel girls5. We also have a caretaker to support various activities in the hostel6. The Chief Functionary and the Executive Director also timely involves in the formation and animation of our hostel students.  
	Scalability: We have a much larger focus and vision in this approach. Majority of our children are from Musahar community but we also have Muslim children, Dalit children, and from Nut Basti, who are at the margins. Hence, our larger vision is to bring benefits to more and more people. At the same time it is to bring awareness among these communities and connect with different activities of the organisation.Lok Chetana Samiti’s work is spread to 120 panchayats in Varanasi and Jaunpur districts. One of important tasks is promoting literacy in rural areas of our work by conducting “School Chalo Abiyan – Let us go to school”. We motivate parents to send their children to school. In our engagement with youth, especially girls we encourage them for higher education. As a result we see dropouts of girls from upper primary and intermediate level are becoming less and less. We engage with School Management Committees in all the government schools in all 120 panchayats,  to promote literacy and education. 
	Sustainability: We are not self-supportive. For the sustainability we depend on sustained funding. There is a lack of social sensitivity towards the genuine needs of marginalised section of our society around us. At the same time we try to raise some support from people which is limited and non-permanent. Hence, we need fund from outside for the sustenance of this work.    
	Dates: From 01 July 2020 to 30 June 2023 
	Pilot: We have been supported by ASHA Atlanta for the past three years. This proposal we see it as a continuity of our work initiated to help the most disadvantaged section of our society.    
	OrgName: LOK CHETANA SAMITI
	OrgWebsite: www.lcsvns.org
	GroupEst: Lok Chetana Samiti was established in the year 1993 and was registered on 06-01-1994 under Societies Registration Act.
	OrgGoals: The short term aims are: building grassroots communities at the panchayat level, building panchayat level leadership of women, participation of men and women in the panchayat activities, formation young leadership, promoting quality education under Right to Education, working for Right to Livelihood  and Right to Food, etc.     The long term goal of our organisation is sustainable societal transformation. 
	OrgMission: The mission of the organization is to prepare a movement of people, capable of making an effective contribution for bringing about a societal change in favour of the poor and the marginalized as well as for the realization of the vision, that is, formation of a just democratic secular society as visualized in our Constitution..
	Edu: 10
	Health: 05
	Others: 05
	CD: 80
	NPT: YES
	Affiliations: We are a secular organisation, consisting people of different religions and different social groups. 
	PriorAffiliations: ASHSA Atlanta has been funding for the last three years. It will come to an end by 30 June 2020.    
	OtherNames: Ms. Kumud Ranjan - Members of the Organisation. She is the professor in Benares Hindu University, Varanasi. She has been associated with the LCS over ten years. 
	FCRA: YES
	TotalAmount: The total project amount for three years Rs. 6664352/-
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	ConfirmedFunds: We hope to raise INR. 164352/- in three years as local contributions from various individual sources. And the rest amount INR. 65,00,000/- for three years we expect to get from Asha Syllican Valley .  
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	Sustenance: It is a challenge before us. Though it is something very uncertain, we hope to mobilise more local resources in the future. At the same time we intend to have a long term partnership with you for the continuity and sustainability of our work.  
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